
         The vast majority of my connections on social   
          media are people just like you—my fellow artists.  
   As you can imagine, my feeds are loaded with  
        gorgeous image after gorgeous image, usually  
paintings in a wide range of styles. I’ll bet you’re connected to plenty  
of your favorite artists, too, and love seeing their work as much as I do. 

However, I’ve noticed that lots of artists post nothing but pictures of  
finished works, and based on my in-depth study of the best social media 
marketing methods, I’ve discovered that this isn’t the best approach. 
It turns out that variety is the key to successfully using social media to 
nurture lasting relationships with your followers. Collectors want to 
know more about you, so the more often you include some text and the 
more variety you put into the messages you post, the more likely you’ll 
be to engage your following. That’s super important, not only because 
you want people to read your posts, but because you’ll get more  
responses, which will help you get more attention on Facebook,  
Instagram, and Twitter. Additionally, posting different types of messages 
will show off more of your brand by revealing who you are as an artist, 
which is so much richer than just your work.

So, if you’re looking for some fresh ideas on what to write, here are 
more than 120 ideas to get you started, many of which have multiple 
answers. And consider mixing up the images that go with these written 
messages. Help your followers grow to know and love you!

About Your Subjects

The thing that inspired me about this subject is...

One quality I always look for in a subject is...

Types of Social Media       
Posts You’ve Just Got 
to Try!
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A quality or characteristic that has been attracting me in a lot of my 
recent work is...

My favorite subject to paint is... because...

One of my favorite colors to use is... because...

One of my favorite color combinations or color palettes to create with 
is... because...

The most common question people ask me about my work is... And my 
answer is...

About Your Materials

My favorite surface to work on is ____ because...

The art-making tool I absolutely couldn’t live without is.... because....

One of the weirdest things I use to make my artwork is...

My favorite medium to work in is... because...

Sometimes I like to combine two or more mediums—_______ and 
______—because...

An art medium that I don’t use but that I really admire is...

If I were going to adopt another medium, it would be _______ because...

Someday I would like to try my hand at photography/writing/dance/act-
ing/music/singing because...

When I go to an art supply store, I can’t resist...

An unusual place where I buy some of my materials is...

About Your Studio and Environment

My studio is....
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The type of music I like to listen to when I’m working is... because...

Playing in the studio right now is...

I remember one time when I was working and listening to ______ and 
the music inspired/caused me to....

For me, my best time of day or night to work on my art is.... because...

My favorite season is _____, and it influences my art by...

If there’s one season that I think is best/worst for me in terms of creating 
art, it would be _____ because...

Weather can influence my work by...

When I work, I have to be wearing...

About Your Process

I like to make sketches that...

I typically start a new piece by...

My dream studio would...

One of the strangest places I’ve 
ever used as a studio is...

The thing I love most about my 
studio is... because...

The thing I hate most about my 
studio is... because...

The ideal environment for me to 
create art in is...

I do/do not like to create art 
in the company of others be-
cause...
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To design a new piece, I...

To finish a new piece, I...

When I think I’m finished with a new piece, I stop and check 
for...

I work dark to light/light to dark because...

I usually work on one piece at a time/multiple pieces at the 
same time because...

When I’m creating a new piece, the hardest part is...

When I’m creating a new piece, the scariest part is...

When I’m creating a new piece, the most fun part is...

My artwork speaks to me by...

I prefer to work with my surface flat/upright/at an angle  
because...

One of the important guidelines I usually follow when I’m 
working is...

One of the “rules” of art that I enjoy breaking is...

I prefer to work from life/from photos/from my imagination 
because...

Color is/isn’t important to me because...

Value or tone is/isn’t important to me because...

Texture is/isn’t important to me because...

Edges are/aren’t important to me because...

Line or gesture is/isn’t important to me because...



About Your Art Education

One of the best art advice books I ever read was... I learned...

One of my favorite art coffee table books is... because....

One of the best how-to art books or DVDs I have is... I 
learned....

One of the best workshops I’ve ever taken was... because...

My favorite art teacher is/was... because...

The person who most inspired me to become an artist is/was... 
He/she told me...

I’m glad/disappointed that I did/did not go to art school  
because...

I didn’t study art in school. I studied _____, which has...

About Your Influences

One of my other hobbies/interests is... This shows up in my art 
when...

My family influences my artwork by...

My friends influence my artwork by...

My travels have influenced my artwork by...

The place I live influences my artwork by...

One specific place that has had a profound influence on my 
work has been ____ because....

My worldview influences my artwork by...

My faith or spiritual beliefs influence my artwork by...
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My political beliefs influence my artwork by...

One way I fill the creative well is to... 

One source of inspiration for me is...

I do/do not believe an artist has to be “inspired” to work  
because...

One of my favorite quotes from a fellow artist is... This means a 
lot to me because...

One of my favorite quotes from a non-artist is... This means a 
lot to me because...

About Your Art Career

A major milestone in my career was... It was important to me 
because...

One of my major goals for the future is...

My earliest recollection of making art is...

One of the galleries that’s currently representing me is... which 
is important to me because...

I’m participating in an exhibition that...

A professional organization I belong to is.. which is important 
to me because...

One art organization I’d like to belong to is... because...

Something I’m really proud of about my art career is...

Something I’m really proud of about my artwork is...

The first time I sold a work of art I was...

Before I became an artist, I was a ______, which has influenced 
my artwork...
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About Your Feelings and Emotions

Art brings me joy because...

Art challenges me because...

Art inspires me when...

Making art can be so frustrating when...

When I get in a creative funk, I...

Something I hope people find in my artwork is...

The message I’m trying to communicate through my work is....

Something someone once told me about my work was... It 
meant a lot to me because...

The best thing about being an artist is...

The most challenging thing about being an artist is...

When I tell people I’m an artist, they...
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Being an artist is generally a solitary endeavor, which for me 
is...

I do/don’t think about leaving behind a legacy because...

About Other Artists

The last museum I went to was...

My favorite museum is _______ because....

The museum I would most like to visit for the first time is... 
because...

The best museum show I ever saw was...

My favorite work of art in a museum is _______ because...

I think of ______ as an artsy city where I like to go because...

The three best art-related things in my hometown are...

I have created a copy of.... Copying this work of art taught me...

If I were going to copy of work of art, it would be... because...

One of my favorite artists in history is... What I’ve learned from 
this artist is...

An artist I’ve been studying recently is... I’m interested in...

A contemporary living artist I admire a lot is... because...

The best tip I ever got from another artist was...
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Bonus: Posts Designed to Engage

A great title for this artwork would be...

If you had to describe this artwork in one word, it would be...

Fill in the blank: My favorite subject for a work of art is...

Fill in the blank: I always take a closer look when I notice the 
color _____________ in a work of art.

Hit Like if you’re excited that [a season or event] is about to 
start.

Hit Like if you can’t get enough of the color [whatever works 
with the artwork you’re showing].

Hit Like if you prefer bright colors in your artwork, but Share if 
you prefer softer colors.

Hit Like if you love paintings of [summer landscapes/cats/what-
ever], but Share if you think [winter landscapes/dog paintings/
the opposite of whatever] are the best!

I can only enter one of these two pieces in a national competi-
tion, and I need your help in choosing the right one. Like if you 
think I should enter [title of one work], but Share if you think I 
should enter [title of other work].

Social media is a fantastic marketing strategy for artists to use 
when you know how to do it right. I hope you’ll have so much 
fun writing your posts and get such a positive response that 
you’ll be inspired to master using social media to market your 
art. You’ll find plenty of social media marketing tips in my 
weekly advice column that you’ve just subscribed to, and it’ll 
be covered in depth in my forthcoming book: Why Your Art 
Isn’t Selling... and How to Fix It! Thanks for subscribing!
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